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Abstract

Vortex is a new multiprocessor operating system kernel intended for emerging Internet service applications. The architecture is based on SEDA's staged computational model. Vortex provides mechanisms for performance isolation and dynamic adaptation. Performance results validate that the resource control mechanisms of Vortex are effective, and that Vortex significantly outperforms Linux on single-threaded web servers. The paper concludes with a description of how we plan to support a highly scalable event stream filtering service.

1 Introduction

We have developed a new operating system kernel that is entirely event-driven. Vortex has an internal structure similar to SEDA [21], but unlike SEDA, Vortex runs on bare multiprocessor hardware. Vortex supports performance isolation [3, 6, 12, 13, 15, 17, 19], and is thus well suited in situations where a single hardware platform is shared among competing services [1].

Vortex is appropriate for emerging Internet service applications in which a hardware platform is shared among services. For example, an ASP may host multiple web servers on a single machine. Each web server may use a set of different virtual machines to execute CGI scripts written in a variety of languages. The ability to do fine-grained control over resources is necessary to provision each service adequately, to prevent one service from hogging all the resources, and to allow a service to manage its own internal tasks.

Section 2 describes the architecture of Vortex. Initial performance results for these types of applications are presented in Section 3. Section 4 concludes.

2 Vortex

Like SEDA, the Vortex kernel is based on a staged computational model. A Vortex stage implements a well-defined functionality, such as a network protocol stack, a file system cache, or a device driver. Stages interact by exchanging event objects. When an event arrives at a stage, a thread is scheduled to handle the event. In this section, we first describe the mechanisms by which performance isolation is done, and then describe how Vortex uses a mechanism similar to the SEDA resource controllers to avoid virtualization of resources.

2.1 Resource Control Mechanisms

Vortex provides applications with two abstractions for resource control: the I/O Aggregate (IOA), and the CPU Aggregate (CA)\(^1\). Each aggregate receives a percentage of I/O and CPU resources. For example, CA\(_1\) may receive 40\%, and CA\(_2\) 60\% of CPU resources.

Each CA controls a set of application-level threads. Different CAs can use different thread scheduling strategies (Vortex currently supports four different thread schedulers). Different CAs can run concurrently on different CPUs, but a single CA is assigned to one CPU at a time. An application may use multiple CAs to exploit hardware parallelism.

Similarly, an IOA controls a set of flours. Each flow has a sink descriptor, such as an output file or an outgoing TCP stream. By adding source descriptors to a flow, I/O operations are requested. These are essentially asynchronous write operations. A source descriptor points to, for example, an input file, an incoming TCP stream, or a section of an application’s address space.

Each object type is served by a particular stage. When a source descriptor is added to a flow, an event

\(^1\)A third abstraction, a Memory Aggregate, is currently under development.
is sent to the source’s stage. The source stage may, recursively, use other stages to satisfy the request, or interact with a hardware device. On completion, the source stage sends an event to the sink stage.²

In order to apportion I/O resources, Vortex supports the notion of I/O shares (IOSs). Each I/OA is assigned a set of IOSs proportional to its entitlement of I/O resources (IOSs have weights). Which IOS the I/OA uses for a particular flow is under control by the application. As an I/O operation propagates through the stages using events, each event is tagged with the IOS of the original source descriptor.

The Vortex kernel uses an Event Scheduling Tree (EST) to enforce apportioning of both I/O and CPU resources. An EST is a tree of event queues. There is one EST per CPU. Conceptually, each EST node runs a scheduling strategy to select events from its child nodes and propagate those events to its parent. Each node in the EST can support a different scheduling strategy, and Vortex currently supports such policies as round-robin and weighted fair queuing.

Vortex currently uses a three-level EST. The root has a child node for each CA, and a child node for each stage. The CA nodes have a child node for each thread managed by the corresponding CA. When an application-level thread is ready for execution, an event is queued on the corresponding leaf node’s queue.

The stage nodes have a child node for each IOS. Thus, if there are n stages, and m IOSs, there are a total of n · m of such leaf nodes. When an event arrives for a stage, the kernel enqueues the event on the queue of the leaf node corresponding to the IOS of the event. Because there is one EST per CPU, the kernel has to decide which EST to use in case there is more than one CPU. Currently, the selection is basically at random in order to balance the load, except that the kernel implements affinity for a particular EST (and thus CPU) after the first selection to preserve ordering.

Each EST is serviced by a kernel-level thread, which processes IOS events by invoking event handlers within the corresponding stages, and thread events by donating CPU time to the corresponding application-level thread.

In Vortex, the EST mechanism provides a uniform and extensible architecture for introducing event schedulers between stages. Conceptually, when a stage processes an event, it grants a certain share of the resource it governs. The IOS mechanism realizes end-to-end resource provisioning within this architecture.

2.2 Dynamic Adaption

Mechanisms for resource reservation may help an application maintain a certain level of throughput, but the end-to-end service given by the application may still be impacted by over-commitment of resources. Key to graceful management of load is making applications dynamically adapt their behavior as conditions change [5, 7, 10, 18, 20]. Such adaption requires that the system does not shield applications from knowledge of resource availability by use of virtualization techniques such as internal buffering. In particular, mechanisms for accurate measurement of system load are needed [2, 14].

Similarly to SEDA, Vortex makes use of resource controllers that observe and respond to run-time characteristics of stages. The current implementation includes one controller, the overload controller, whose goal is to monitor IOS event queues in an attempt to prevent over-commitment of resources. The controller computes a load level for each IOS, based on event queue observations. Typical information used in this calculation are event queue sizes and event propagation delays. IOSs with a load level above a certain “high-water” threshold are defined to be in an overload state.

The controller implements load conditioning of an IOS using two different techniques. As a first measure, the I/OA that uses the IOS is instructed to reject new flows until the number of flows is beneath a given “low-water” threshold. If the turnover of flows in the I/OA is slow, the kernel will perform load shedding by terminating flows in the I/OA. For an application, a terminated flow appears as a partially completed I/O operation. The application can continue the I/O operation by requesting a new flow from the I/OA using the same source and sink descriptors.

3 Performance

In this section we describe initial performance result. The hardware platform is an 8-way 200MHz PentiumPro with 2GB of memory and two gigabit Ethernet interfaces.

Figure 1 shows how the Vortex resource provisioning mechanisms are effective in dividing resources between two HTTP servers running on Vortex. This graph shows the SpecWeb99 [8] throughput of two single-threaded HTTP servers running on Vortex. Each server is subjected to the same external load,
but server\textsubscript{1} has double the resource share as compared to server\textsubscript{2}. Resource provisions are enforced by use of Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ)\cite{9} schedulers in the different ESTs. Here we see that when the load exceeds hardware capacity, server\textsubscript{1} is able to maintain a throughput that is approximately twice that of server\textsubscript{2}.

Figure 1: SpecWeb99 throughput of two single-threaded HTTP servers running on Vortex.

Figure 2 shows the SpecWeb99 throughput of an HTTP server running on Vortex while the overload controller is active. The server is subjected to a number of short runs, starting from a cold file-system cache. As the system warms up, the overload controller gradually increases the number of concurrent flows available to the server. As the file system cache warms up, requests start hitting more and more in the cache instead of to the disk. Since the cache has more bandwidth than the disk, a larger number of flows can be maintained by the IOA before the average of event propagation delays reaches the overload threshold. As can be seen from the graph, at some point (around time 330) the IOA can maintain all flows without reaching the overload threshold. Up to this time, resources are sometimes overcommitted, and consequently the maximum number of concurrent flows reduced, causing a reduction in server throughput.

One problem that we observed while experimenting with the overload controller is the tension between over-commitment and under-utilization of resources. Too aggressive controller settings causes idle-time that prevents use of all resources allotted to an IOS. This is a topic for future research.

Figure 3 shows the SpecWeb99 throughput of two single-threaded HTTP servers running on Vortex and Linux 2.4.18\textsuperscript{3}. The graph shows that Vortex achieves approximately 60\% better performance than Linux. The performance difference is attributable to Vortex' event multiplexing mechanism (which does not suffer from the select() scalability problems\cite{4}), use of asynchronous I/O, and better utilization of CPUs by means of the EST event load-balancing mechanism.

Figure 2: SpecWeb99 throughput of a series of short-runs with the overload controller active.

Figure 3: SpecWeb99 throughput of two single-threaded HTTP servers running on Vortex and Linux 2.4.18.

4 Conclusions

This paper makes two contributions. First, we have shown that using the SEDA architecture at the kernel level enables performance isolation. In particular,

\textsuperscript{3}The THHTTPD\cite{16} HTTP server is run on Linux. Vortex runs a version of THHTTPD that makes use of all Vortex facilities.
almost all kernel activity is scheduled within stages, and is attributable. Very little work occurs in interrupt routines. The SEDA architecture also offers a solution to managing and implementing a complex event-driven design, and reduces the complexity of managing concurrency.

The second contribution is the use of resource controllers in the kernel, also borrowed from the SEDA work. Popular virtualization techniques such as internal buffering often makes it hard to observe whether a particular resource is available or not. Our initial results indicate resource controllers can provide accurate information about system load.

One application that we are currently developing (as part of the WAIF effort [11]) is support for large scale event filtering. A WAIF server subscribes to a small number of event streams, such as stock feeds, news feeds, etc. Clients can upload small personalized scripts to the WAIF server that receives each of the incoming events, and can send events back to their clients. The scripts can pass along events of interest to their clients, or correlate events from multiple sources. We would like to support thousands or more of such filters simultaneously on one server. In overload situations, it is possible that some or all filters do not obtain all incoming events.

As in the web server example above, a WAIF server will run a variety of different virtual machines to support WAIF scripts coded in various languages. Ideally, each script receives a guaranteed or fair share of the resources. Using Vortex, we approximate this using a two-level performance isolation strategy. First, we assign to each virtual machine a minimum percentage of the CPU and I/O (and, eventually, memory) resources in the form of shares. This sharing is directly under the control of the host administrator. Next, each virtual machine has the ability to use its set of shares to schedule internal tasks in a fair manner.
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